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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD
SUBJECT:

Initial Subsfantive Comments on the "Near'.":"Real-Time" Study

In response to Col. White's memorandum of 9 June 1969 (BYE 1445/69/1 ),
IAS reviewed the paper eni-itled ·nA Near-Real-Time Imagery Safol I ifo Sysfom:
Its Impact on Intel I igence Produci-ion and Processes," and I delivered our
initial substantive comments to Roland Inlow by green phone in the afternoon of 10 June. As per Col. White's request, our comments were in the
form of specific suggestions for modification to the text in order to
facilitate expeditious action. I did not try to force Roland to agree or
disagree to our suggestions on-the-spot, but only sought to go on record
and give him the benefit of our reactions. The time allowed for review
and deliberation (by us or him) between the time of distributing the paper
and the scheduled briefing of USIB on I I June was too short to permit any
formal concurrence as such.
·
The fol lowing recommended changes, and the reasons for them, were
delivered to Roland after a preamble in which I indicated that IAS thought
his study was Informative and wel I-reasoned and that we had found no
"horrors" which might make uny,,ise its distribution outside the agency.
--Page 3, paragraph 2, line 3. for "the dominant" read "a vital."
Reason: The paper does not in our view establish degree to which a
near-real-time system may dominate the KH-8/KH-9 combination. The
IAS thinks some of the things cited in justification this system
(especial !y arms control on page IV-31 and routine activity analysis
page IV-21) would actually be best performed by KH-9. In any case,
we think the mix should comprise the several systems in proportions
determined by what they do best and what the intel ~igence analysis
organizations need to collect. We would not wish language I ike "the
dominant" to prematurely affect the mix or to jeopardize the KH-9 just
as it gets started.
--Page 5, subparagraph c, Ii ne 2. For "shou Id be about 3 nm by
3 nm" read "should be at least 3 nm by 3 nm." Line 4. Add at end
of subparagraph, "though a number of lmportant targets are larger
than this.'' Reason: IAS study of the 178 targets of greatest current
concern to us shows only 53 percent are 3 nm by 3 nm or less. However,
84 percent are 5 nm by 5 nm or less. The COM IREX I ist used in the nearreal-time study tends to be skewed somewhat from our interests because
it contains a very large number of very smal I targets like mlssi le sites.
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IAS - 95/69
SUBJECT:

Initial Substantive Comments on the "Nea.r-Real-Time" Sfudy

--Page 11-2, paragraph 3, I ine 4. Delete "considerably."
Reason: potential of image enhancement techniques for electrical
over panchromatic not established.
--Pag~ IV-10, par~graph ~- Recommend delete. Reason: How
_- cou Id 3 by 3 nm be used to negate presence of mov Ing sh I ps in waterway,
especially prior to pub I ic announcement? KH-9 might have had some
chance, but probably not either.
--Page IV-28.

Add to sentence,'~ut very little at that."

--Section V. Suggest that processing, exploitation, and
intel I igence production imp I ications much less adequately treated in
this paper than collection characteristics and possibi I ities. An
urgent next order of business should be a much more thorough examination of this subject. Meanwhile such questions as, for example, whether single bui I ding best or whether al I exploitation elements
should be colocated, remain open questions in IAS' op1n1on. Perhaps
the forthcoming management supplement wil I. address this more specifically?
--Page V-10, bottom paragraph. Delete. Reason: This is not
a change from the present way of hand I Ing fi Im inputs in one bul !ding
housing several exploitation organizations, and wi I I therefore not
"greatly improve" efficiency over present methods. Indeed, closer
examination of the current intel I lgence and other needs to be met
by the near-real-time system may show that central lzation of
exploitation functions in one bui I ding is not the most efficient
course of action. This question should be looked into, but the
paragraph seems to pre-judge it.
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